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Sinoatrial Node (SAN)
SAN Anatomic Location
(Junction of RA and SVC)

1.

Function (Pacemaker)
Distributed Complex (1914)
- Slowing of the HR (e.g. cooling or
vagal stimulation) leads to
migration of pacemaker site from
superior SAN to inferior SAN or
to the AV node
Anisotropic Propagation
from SAN (1965)
- AP propagated preferentially in an
oblique cranial direction toward the
crista terminalis (CT) and
appeared to block in the direction
of the septum (CV = 2-8 cm/s)
Human SAN different (apparently)

Background

-

10-20 mm long
2-6 mm wide
Ellipsoid structure
1 mm below the epicardial surface
Above crista terminalis and below sulcus terminalis
Discovered by Flack in 1907

Multifocal activation (2-5 sites
located >1 cm apart) during NSR
Atrial breakthroughs at epi or endo
sites from a region along the CT
(which is larger than SAN)

Boileau-Schuessler Model of SAN
SAN is a 3D structure

-

SAN is discontinuous (insulated by CT layer) with the atrial myocardium
except at limited number of discrete exit pathways

-

With the SAN there are specialized pathways connecting the earliest
activation site to exit site

-

Area of earliest activation determined by relative number of cell types
(spider, spend cells), how they are interconnected, and relative densities
of autonomic input and receptors
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-

Optical Mapping
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Optical Mapping Properties
-

Depth penetration (0.5-3 mm)
depending on the dye and
scattering properties of the tissue

-

Scattering of excitation light,
emission light, and fluorescence

-

Optical signal recorded over atrial
and SAN results in summation of
APs

-

SAN closer to inferiorly to
endocardium

-

SAN closer superiorly to
epicardium

Figure 1. Mechanism of the double components of the OAP recording from canine SAN tissue.
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Optical Mapping

Figure 2. Physiological validation of the multiple components in the rabbit AVN and canine SAN.
A, Simultaneous optical recordings from the distal AVN and bipolar electrograms from the atrial
input to the AVN and from the bundle of His.

-

Complex biphasic signal cannot be interpreted as response of a single cell. They often represent
asynchronous excitation of different groups of cells. (Atrium fires 35-95ms after SAN)

-

Optical components cannot be interpreted as trigger activity (EADs or DADs) without further
validation
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Analysis of multiple components
of OAP from SAN
-

Signal processing (butterworth filter
200Hz)

-

Separation of 2 upstroke
components

-

Activation time (dV/dT_max),
Conduction velocity, OAP
amplitude

Figure 3. Analysis of optical transmembrane potentials from canine the SAN. A, OAPs and their
first (dV/dt) and second (d2V/dt2) derivatives during normal sinus rhythm from photodiodes
recordings shown in B. OAPs were separated into the SAN and atrial components using the d2V/
dt2max of the signal as the transition point.
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Analysis of multiple components
of OAP from SAN
-

Canine study

-

Voltage and calcium mapping

Figure 4. Simultaneous voltage and calcium epicardial optical mapping of the canine SAN. A,
Epicardial photographs of a perfused canine atrial preparation with 2 optical field of views for
voltage sensitive dye RH237 and Ca2+sensitive dye RHOD2.

Function (Pacemaker)
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Spontaneous Depolarization of
SAN cells
-

Attributed to hyperpolarizationactivated pacemaker current (If)

-

Ca sparks due to local release from
SR resulting in NCX activation
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-

LDCAE before phase 0 of AP and
much before onset of P wave

-

SAN LDCAE and SAN DD

Figure 5. Activation pattern of SAN and surrounding RA during 0.3 µmol/L isoproterenol
infusion.

-

Late diastolic intracellular calcium elevation (LDCAE) induced by isoproterenol (Beta-1 agonist
induces positive chronotropic, dromotropic, and inotropic effects), co-localized with dominant
SAN activation site
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-

Site of maximum LDCAE slop
always co-localized with leading
pacemaking site

Figure 6. Colocalization of LDCAE and the leading pacemaking site.

-

Rate of LDCAE was increased by isoproterenol infusion and caffeine injection (resulting in
increase HR)
Blocking SR Calcium release abolished LDCAE and decreased HR

EP definition of SAN (Bleeker et al.)
-
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-

Earliest activation
Fast diastolic depolarization
Slow phase 0 depolarization
Gradual transition from diastolic to
systolic depolarization

Figure 7. Schematic explanation of how the slope of LDCAE (A) and DD (B) were measured.

-

Double component morphology represents the SAN diastolic depolarization followed by
systolic depolarization.

EP definition of SAN (Bleeker et al.)
-
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-

Earliest activation
Fast diastolic depolarization
Slow phase 0 depolarization
Gradual transition from diastolic to
systolic depolarization

Figure 8. Identification of conduction block with double potentials in the sinus node.

-

Double component morphology represents the SAN diastolic depolarization followed by low
amplitude upstroke reaching plateau (SAN) and ends with a higher amplitude second
upstroke (systolic depolarization) and can also arise from a single cell, when the cell is
located at the boundary of discontinuous conduction.

Efimov et al. Rebuttal

-

SAN Action Potentials have never been reported to be multi-phasic, except for single cases of electrotonic
interaction near the septal border of SAN (and thus represent multiple components e.g., SAN, atrial CT, septal
block zone)

-

Activation time detected at 50% OAP amplitude represents only atrial muscle activation (second
component). The preceding SAN activation is not detected (much smaller than the first component)

-

SAN conduction velocity is slow (1 to 10 cm/s), where as reported CV by the other group is very high (likely
atrial myocardium)

-

Delay of 30~100 ms between earliest SAN activation and earliest atrial activation, the other group shows a
delay of only 10 ms, suggesting SAN activation was missed and only atrial activation was mapped.

-

LDCAEs represent the first component of SAN calcium upstroke that follows 7-20 ms after the SAN voltage
upstroke

-

10 to 20 microM/L blebbistatin concentration does not eliminate motion artifacts and could be be part of the
problem

hien-Fong et al. Rebuttal

-

The other group has a simple approach of modeling SAN region with 2 tissue layers (SAN and RA), but that
limits the ability to discover new aspects such as automaticity and conduction in diseased tissue

-

The other group does not functionally derive the SAN boundary, where the first component diminishes in
amplitude and falls below the detection threshold, thus the SAN region size is underestimated.

-

Earliest activation site with fast diastolic depolarization co-localized with the fastest LDACE elevation. Thus Ca
clock plays an important role in heart rate acceleration

-

50% OAP amplitude chosen because the level of DD never reached that height. The classical approach of
using 50% of SAN upstroke for SAN activation would not allow to detect calcium release events preceding
phase 0.

-

Our study is based on the events that happened to late phase of AP as the SAN has significant spontaneous
phase 4 depolarization, the diastolic depolarization and LDCAE are unique to SAN.

What did they do?
Optical voltage and calcium
mapping of the SAN region in the
right atrium

What did they find?
Double component morphology in
the action potentials obtained from
the SAN region

-

Summary

What’s next?
-

Unresolved which school of
thought is correct

-

Further investigation merited

What does it mean?
-

Shien-Fong group suggests that
double component represents
diastolic depolarization and SAN
action potential respectively

-

Efimov group suggests that
double component represents
motion artifact or SAN mixed with
atrial action potentials

